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Experience
Interim UX Team Lead & 

User Experience Designer
University of Arizona Libraries
May 2022 - Present
Tucson, AZ

Manage the libraries’ UX team and support the Content Strategist, UX
Researcher, student employees, and interns. Provide consultation to
stakeholders and library leadership. Support campus initiatives focused
on community engagement and student success. Implement scalable
UX research, design, and content operations.

User Experience Designer
University of Arizona Libraries
Jun 2019 - May 2022
Tucson, AZ

Designed the user interface and content for the libraries’ web products.
Conducted UX research, then summarized findings and communicated
recommendations. Supported library content managers. Established
scalable research and design workflows and created documentation.
Provided consultation. Supervised and mentored junior designers.

Adjunct Instructor
University of Arizona James E. Rogers
College of Law
Aug - Dec 2021 (Part-time)
Tucson, AZ

Co-taught UX4Justice (LAW672C), a course aimed at guiding students
to improve the usability of civil legal services. Designed a curriculum
and course materials focused on UX design methods. Engaged online
students from University of Arizona and University of Utah through
interactive class activities.

Visiting Researcher

Conducted research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), with a focus
on Social Computing. Studied environmental factors’ influence on user
interaction. Designed a graphical user interface to visualize the
decision-making process in artificial intelligence algorithms.

User Interface Designer
State of Minnesota
Aug 2017 - Jul 2018
Saint Paul, MN

Designed the user interface of the State’s online social service
platforms. Facilitated UX research and usability testing for the products.
Created a web design system, including a component library and style
guides, for the State’s web applications. Contributed to the design
system’s front-end development using React.

Student User Experience Designer
GroupLens Research at University of

Designed UI, animations, and interaction for MovieLens (movielens.org),
an online recommender system for movies. Reviewed web analytics and
conducted usability testing. Implemented the design in the product’s
Angular framework.

Technical Writer
ifanr.com
Nov 2013 - Mar 2015 (Part-time)
Beijing, China

Wrote for “AppSolution,” a daily-updated online column that
recommends mobile apps to readers. Established an editing process
that includes hand-selecting apps with solid design, reviewing their
functionality and user experience, and writing review articles.

University of Minnesota Department of
Computer Science & Engineering
Oct 2018 - May 2019
Minneapolis, MN

Minnesota
Sep 2016 - Jul 2017 (Part-time)
Minneapolis, MN
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Professional service
Lead Organizer
UX@UA + Friends of Figma Tucson
Jun 2019 - Present
Tucson, AZ

UX@UA (uxua.arizona.edu) is the largest community for UX learners and
professionals in Southern Arizona. As the lead organizer, I provide
consultation and mentorship to members of the university community
and beyond. I also design the group’s branding, organize regular inperson and online events, speak at the events, and facilitate hands-on
workshops.

Education
University of Minnesota
Aug 2015 - May 2017
Minneapolis, MN

Master of Science, Electrical Engineering

Minor: Computer Science

University of Science and 

Technology Beijing
Sep 2011 - Jun 2015
Beijing, China

Bachelor of Engineering, Communications Engineering
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